The resort features 162 rooms and suites with magnificent views of beautifully landscaped

Location

Resort Facilities

The Spa at The Chedi Muscat

15 minutes from the Muscat International Airport and 20 minutes from Muscat’s business

The Chedi Muscat offers two meeting room facilities. The Nizwa Room, located within the

Overlooking the graceful Long Pool, The Spa at The Chedi Muscat is a sophisticated oasis

centre, the ﬁve-star Chedi Muscat serenely reclines on 370 metres of pristine private

lobby lounge area, is suitable for private cocktails, meetings and small conferences for a

by the beach, featuring holistic therapies designed to restore vitality, balance and spirit to

beachfront just north of the capital. The resort is regally positioned on 21 acres of tranquil

maximum of 30 persons. At the Serai wing overlooking the water courtyard is the Salalah

the mind and body. At the Zen-inspired spa, visitors retreat to a world of understated

gardens at the foot of the rugged Al Hajar mountain range where it is gently stroked by the

Room where meetings and conference for up to 40 persons can be comfortably

elegance, enveloped by a soothing peacefulness, as they relax under the healing touch of

turquoise blue waters of the Gulf of Oman. The resort melds the tradition of generous

accommodated.

trained therapists in 10 beautifully appointed treatment rooms. The Spa embraces eastern

gardens, the surrounding Hajar mountains and the picturesque Gulf of Oman.The resort,

Arabian hospitality with the conveniences of a modern lifestyle. From mountains and

designed by Jean-Michel Gathy, celebrates the harmony between the architecture, interior

valleys, to beaches and the sea, Muscat presents travellers with unique and varied

Dining

and landscape to exemplify GHM’s signature style of incorporating local touches to contem-

experiences. Art and culture offerings include the magniﬁcent Grand Mosque which is the

Six restaurants and two lounges at The Chedi Muscat span the great cuisines and wines of

porary Asian designs. Renowned landscape architect, Karl Princic, then masterfully ordered

largest mosque in Oman, The Royal Opera House hosts the ﬁnest musicians and

the world, from the Mediterranean and the Middle East to Southeast Asia and India. Our

The Chedi Muscat is a haven of wellness and recreation. The 700-square-metre Health

performers from around the world, The Bait Al Zubair, a private museum, and the Bait Al

award-winning dining venues offer exquisite global cuisines and present our guests with

Club is equipped with the top range Visio Web Line from Technogym, free weights, a

Baranda historic museum offer a glimpse into the region’s bygone eras.

sophisticated dining experiences stylishly designed by renowned Japanese interior

Kinesis wall, Power Plates and Pilates equipment. The Health Club also offers yoga and

designer, Yasuhiro Koichi of DESIGN STUDIO SPIN.

Pilates group classes, along with personal training sessions conducted by professional

the 21 acres of gardens and water features in a simple yet elegant Asian Zen-style while The
Restaurant’s open kitchens are the masterpiece of Yasuhiro Koichi of DESIGN STUDIO SPIN in
Tokyo. Other unique design features include The Long Pool, a 103-metre infinity pool – the

philosophy with Asian oriental rituals, and also offers an extensive variety of beauty rituals
based on the holistic principles of aromatherapy, Ayurveda and Herbalism.

trainers. Two ﬂoodlit tennis courts offer sporting enthusiasts ample time for practise with

longest in the Arabian Peninsula, and the 1,500-square-metre Spa, one of Muscat’s largest

Accommodation

professional coaching available upon request. Guests also beneﬁt from three outdoor

spa and wellness havens. The Chedi Muscat is The Leading Hotels of the World’s only

Sparkling waters, vibrant gardens or dramatic mountains as seen through the grand

temperature-controlled swimming pools as well as a fully serviced 370-metre long stretch

member hotel in Oman.

windows in all 162 tasteful, well-appointed guestrooms and suites heighten the calming

of private sandy beach.

effect of the natural and timeless environment at The Chedi Muscat.
All Deluxe Club Rooms, Deluxe Club Terrace Rooms and Chedi Club Suites confer
privileged access to The Club Lounge. Beneﬁts here begin with airport transfers by private
limousine and include complimentary breakfast to cocktails and canapés.
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